
Art Challenge Number 11:

Funky Fonts



Art Challenge Number 11:

You will need:

-Pencil

-Felt tips

-Paper

Hi everyone,
This week’s challenge is to create a message using a fun new font that you design.  The artist Bob and Roberta Smith ( yes, 
this is one person!) creates artwork with a message.  He uses different fonts and colour schemes in his artwork.  Take 
inspiration from his artwork and have fun designing your message.  It could be a poster to display from a window in your 
house, or a label for your bedroom door, or a birthday card or anything you decide!

Instructions:

1. Look at the images by Bob and Roberta Smith. How

does he use ‘shadow’ in his letters?  Imagine the light

is coming from the right and the left side is in shadow.

2. Choose a message to write.

3. Mark the middle of your paper at the top, bottom

and sides. Do this lightly so you can rub it out after.

4. Draw your letters as shown in the photos. Think

about where the middle of the page so all your letters 

fit on and make sure you leave enough space to put a

shadow to the left of each letter.

5. Decorate each letter with a colour scheme of your

choice. You could add shadows to the left of each

letter and once you’ve coloured them in, add a

pattern on top.

6. Fill the background with a different colour.  I used 

pencil crayon rather than felt tip as it is quicker to fill.

7. You may wish to outline your letter in black as well.
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This one was painted on a canvas!



This is a birthday card I made for a friend when I couldn’t buy one at the shops!


